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Our fasteners enable 
innovation today to 

build a better tomorrow

www.trfastenings.com

When to think 
about fasteners in 

future mobility
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Product 
concept

Assembly 
Method and 

logistics

Technology 
Development

Material and 
Manufacturing

Function and 
Performance

Compliance 
and Policies

When to think about fasteners in future mobility?

When:
• Changes can be made at lowest cost

• Products can be enhanced

• Encompass design

• Distortions and disruptions 
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How

• Modular build
• Increase adaptability

• Enables incremental technology advancement

• Improved aftermarket servicing possibilities
• Improve disassembly for recyclability

• Standardisation and Rationalisation 
• Reduction of design stage and application testing requirements

• Reduction of time to market

• Increased expected reliability through use us proven technology 

• Part count reduction and less tooling variation

• Reduce complexity
• Allows greater focus on core technologies and development
• Supplier on-shoring and near-shoring and availably

• Get support

3 Engineering principles to design now for the future
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We supply components to over 
5,000 companies globally across a 

wide range of industries

TR in industry

Light vehicle Heavy vehicle Health & home

Energy, tech & 
infrastructure

General industrial Distributors
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Industry 
sectors

Light 
Vehicle
       28%

Heavy 
Vehicle

Health & Home

Energy, 
tech & 
infrastructure

General
Industrial

Distributors

Global supply chain solutions in a balanced sector spread 
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Global facilities

In 17 countries, 
supplying over 70 
countries

7 manufacturing sites
5 with IATF

3 technical & 
innovation centres

c.1,400 employees

Producing approx. 8 
billion parts annually

Light 
vehicle

Heavy 
vehicle

Health & 
home

Energy tech & 
infrastructure

Distributors

General 
Industrial

Global presence with worldwide reaching experience and support
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Light Vehicles – a snapshot of applications

Light Clusters
Adjustment screw  Double sided threaded fasteners for adjustment of cluster
Clips  Custom clips for mounting clusters into mirror assembly
Springs  Serviceable springs
Thread for plastic  Screws to drive directly clusters, assemblies

Vehicle interior
In-mould airbag nuts Various types of air-bag nuts, which can be moulded into the IP
Clips  Custom clips for mounting display, attachment of IP to BIW
Thread for plastic  Screws to drive directly into IP
PAB bolt  Connection to BIW, Airbag

Seating and passenger safety
Marriage bolts  M10 fasteners to join the back rest with the base of the seat
Locking nuts  M6 and M8. Nylon insert or all metal for airbag applications or any threaded fastener joint
Self-piercing Studs Rails, slides
Thread for plastic  Into injection moulded parts, such as motors, webbing
Thread rolling screws Many applications to drive directly into the frame of the seat

Battery Pack and DC applications
Compression limiters To relieve stress in composite battery panels
Lock nuts  Nylon insert or all metal for fastener retention in soft joints with limited pre-load
Metric bolts  High specification, removable fasteners for maintenance, repair and end-of-life disassembly
Copper connectors Silver-plated, high-power connectors
Busbar components Copper or other metal battery cells and module connectors
Cable management Clips to securely retain high voltage cables or wiring loom
Cable glands  Entry points in sealed units of high power cables 

Drive train and brake
Circlips  Brake system assembly
Hose clips  Hose clips and other parts for hydraulic braking system
Bespoke bolts  High strength bolts in brake and drive train assembly
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Application Engineering - leading innovation

+V
al

ue

Time 
and riskCore Emerging Transformational

Compression Limiters &
Thread Forming Screws 
for Plastic

High Power Charging Pins (EV)
In-house cold-forming/external precision machining

• Demonstrating product range, share of wallet
• Range extensions
• Supporting cost of ownership initiatives
• Customisation in specific applications
• 3D printing for visual prototyping

• New product range introduction
• Driven by new market technologies including 

EV & EVB
• Collaboration with customer
• Niche opportunities – customer does not have 

the expertise e.g. they are plastic moulders

• Changing manufacturing models 
• Utilising disruptive factors:

• Technology – EV & FCEV
• Legislative compliance & ESG
• Emerging trends e.g. composites
• Anticipating customer needs
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Engineering value proposition

Our culture pillars
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Automotive, catalogue and bespoke plastic and rubber products

Directly from www.trfastenings.com, such as:

• Cable management

• Cable glands (plastic and Inox)

• Clips

Made to drawing

Concept and Product development
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Carbon footprints

No final international agreement on CBAM and GHG calculations:

- Ringfencing of factors

- Accurate rates

- Overheads

Standardisation and legal agreement to change supply landscape:

- Near and on-shoring, i.e. TR Italy production

- Review of materials and coatings – fit for purpose

- Re-usability

CBAM, LCA and CO2e calculations

Example of CO2e calculation output at product level
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Fasteners for a sustainable future in battery technology

creating a product that can easily be taken apart for recycling and reuse at the end of its lifecycle.
Design for Recyclability

Consideration Features Risk to recyclability

Ease of Removal

Reversible joins
• Threaded fasteners
• Clips
• …

Energy-Intensive removal
• Adhesive, welding
Time-Intensive removal
• Permanent mechanical fixings (rivets)

Separation and 
Segregation

Separation into dedicated waste streams
• Similar materials – join waste stream
• Easily removable

Contamination of waste streams
• Lower recycling yield
• Non-recyclable

Effect of aging 
during service life

Build in redundancy
• Material and coating choice
• Fit for purpose

Corroded or permanent joints

Standardisation Consistence and ease of disassembly
Reduced efficiency and automation 
possibilities
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Distributor
A network of valued 
distributors in the UK and 
Europe actively selling our 
proprietary products to end 
users.

Design & 
engineering

A team of specialists on 
hand to help, from 
developing new products 
from concept to VA/VE 
support for the life of 
the product. Early 
involvement is key to 
success.

Quality
Meeting the customer’s 
quality needs and 
specifications as their 
enhanced demands 
increase.

Supplier
A global network of AVL 
approved suppliers 
enabling an international 
source of supply.

Logistics
Tailored services to meet 
exact customer 
requirements ensuring they 
receive a Lean Supply 
Chain Solution.

Manufacturing
Total cost of 
ownership
As a full service provider we are able to 
assist in reducing the total cost of 
ownership for companies by working with 
them from early engineering and design 
stage, right through to specification, 
manufacturing, quality and logistics. 

We adopt a three-tier approach that 
includes local, national and international 
teams. TR understands that a global 
solution creates some challenges; 
including communication, culture and 
security.  

TR’s global delivery model has been 
designed from the ground up to address 
these challenges. Most importantly, our 
global delivery operations provide 
customers with both the quality and 
economic advantages that they require. 

Full service provider

7 manufacturing facilities 
with an annual output of 
approximately 8 billion 
components. (ISO 9001, ISO 
14001, IATF 16949).
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